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Contributors Preface

Melissa McDonald
Young journalist for the guardian 
contributed an article for the magazine, 
I’m very grateful for her wonderful 
words about Jerusalem’s Museum of 
Science and Nature (page 8)

Lewis Evans
Design advisor for the Archinature 
logo, marketeer and designer of the 
blog. A student in his final year of 
Marketing Management.

If a design is done mindfully playing with light, 
nature, form and natural movement, it can 
invoke feelings of happiness, freedom, peace and 
intuition. Design can heal patients and eliminate 
mental illness. 

Inviting beauty and nature into city buildings 
and homes is a way of creating balance and 
harmony in the modern world.

For the people

Our society has moved forward throughout the 
centuries, architecture and interior design has 
also moved with it. Our buildings have been 
transformed, developed and gone through a 
miraculous evolution throughout the many 
eras, much like ourselves. However I do notice 
something that our ancestors benefited from 
when they once live in simple caves: nature, 
life and incalculable beauty surrounded them 
everyday, invigorating all of their human senses. 

Although we have evolved and moved forward, 
in the city we have lost a lot of the natural 
surroundings that helped to keep us grounded 
and at peace. Today we have created a world 
covered in mass production, pollution and 

stressful environments. We have lost touch with 
out true nature, design can change this.

I believe In designing for the well-being of the 
people who inhabit and move around the space. 
It is very much about how one might feel within 
the space that captures me, making people 
feel like they’ve truly experienced something 
beautiful. That possibly they have been changed 
by the experience, helped in someway and that 
coming into the space has all been worth it. I want 
to capture the emotions of the visitors, silently, 
for even a moment and have the light and nature 
speak through the building. Throughout all of 
my development I began to realise that simple 
shapes allow room for light and wild greenery 
to fill the space more.

What I love about nature within a space, is that 
the forms are unpredictable, but they touch a 
part of the soul that no straight line ever could.

Nature is instinctive and crucial for our 
well being. I believe that putting it into our 
architecture and interior surroundings is the way 
forward. A way of creating balance and harmony 
in our modern day city lives.

Archinature, 51 Brookburn Road
Chorltonville, Manchester,M21 8FE
http://archinatureindetail.wordpress.com/
Twitter: Archinature1

Teresa Ashton
Graphic design editor for the magazine. 
Partner in Creation Design Solutions, a 
design company in Manchester.



“What I love about 
nature in design, is 
that the forms are 
unpredictable, but 
they touch a part of 
a person’s soul that 
no straight line or 
rectangle ever could.”

The natural world is perfectly imperfect, it 
has depth and relentless strength in terms of 
colour, form and material structure. Modern 
architecture quite often is a piece of man made 
perfection, with sleek clean lines, balance and 
structure.

I believe that when these two worlds marry, 
it creates something more unrecognizable to 

the human eye. It is a bond that can creates 
something new, different and unique and open 
doors to experiences that one might not have 
felt before. There is an abundance of things that 
the modern world can learn from nature that 
lies not only in the aesthetic properties, but in 
the materials and the science behind it.  We can 
utilise everything from nature to create a more 
beautiful and sustainable world.

Caroline Beatty
Founder on Archinature Magazine and blog. 
Designer and Illustrator of ‘Senses’ scheme 
(Page 37)

About me



Bringing life back into design
The proof that nature in our 
surroundings heals both our bodies 
and our minds is overwhelming. 

Spaces inspired by nature
Even the visual aspect of plant life has 
been proven to improve health and the 
rate of which the body heals.
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Does Your Building Breathe? 
Science + Nature in Jerusalem

Incredible winning design proposal unites open plan, 
clean modern design with the a deep and wild array 
of colours, forms and life from our natural world. 

Many believe that life is a mirror image of 
movement. However today, we question 
that theory by looking at life through 
an emanation of that which is innately 
beautiful. As evidence for this notion, we 

take a look at Schwartz Besnosoff + SO 
Architecture, and their winning design 
for the museum of nature and science in 
Jerusalem.
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Their proposal harnesses the desire to 
create a sustainable building of life – one 
that communicates with the environment 
as an open structure and unfurls as a 
dynamic and multifunctional being.

Its purpose is to break from the physical 
and symbolic density of Jerusalem, by 
taking a different approach to what 
physicality and metaphorical abilities 
entail. Instead, it will offer an open 
urban space that seeks to interlink both 
community and institution, for example, 

local residents and the government, in 
order to filter out segregation.

“But can a building really 
tackle social and economic 
tensions?” 

This one can. With its technique and style, 
the interior magnetises to the exterior 
like positive to negative, but in this case 
the outcome provided is an accumulation 
of positive energy.
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It will consist of a series of small 
buildings in the centre of a land plot, 
and will be built brick upon brick, in 
order to represent interrelations between 
humans and the environment, and also 
evolutionary creation.

Its style will imitate Swiss cheese but 
with green holes (symbolic of nature), 
which will all vary in size and location – 
this external form as a central geometric 
and symbolic concept demonstrates 
connectedness and unification.

The inner space will be interactive and 
flexible, made of three sections of half 
stories, with maximum accessibility to 
both the nature and science museum. The 
organisation of the rooms, such as offices 
and study areas, will be determined by 
lighting conditions. For example, the 
functions that require more light, like the 
planetarium, will appear on the upper 
levels.
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There will be a linear path around the 
building made by ramps, and a lift that 
takes you to the top so you can work 
your way down. This will all be part of 
the journey and experience the building 
has to offer, as you are taken into different 
zones and environments. This type of 
pathway also caters to the disabled, as 
there are few sets of stairs in the building, 
which again acts as a way to promote 
equality amongst men in that everyone 
has a right to enjoy the same experience.

Every garden will have its own theme 
which will represent the landscapes 
of Israel, and the roof will be divided 
into different areas to portray an 
experimental and physical catalogue of 
scenery. In summer, natural ventilation 
will be possible, with thermal comfort 
as moisture is added by means of water 
channels and pools passing to and 
through the building. In winter, thermal 
mass will be used to heat the building. The 
watercourse will also provide a source of 
natural light through the water.
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All these aspects help the creation of a 
sustainable ‘mecca’, and give life to the 
bricks of architecture. We see how the 
inanimate can be conjoined with the 
living, and the benefits of this type of 
structuring that utilizes nature and design 
in order to achieve a sense of unification 
and renewability (innate beauty), as well 
as creating an aesthetically pleasing finish.
-Melissa McDonald



Concrete cabin 
in a cliff

Don’t let this shabby wooden exterior 
have you fooled , because inside it’s a 
concrete utopia that looks like it’s even 
been built into the rocks that it lies next 
to. The grey/blue stone feels surprisingly 
warm and comforting when pared with 
the heavily white snow and fur rugs 

and throws. This luxurious little cabin 
is called Refugi Lieptgas and is found in 
Switzerland, Graubünden. It’s available 
as a holiday home, for a stylish getaway 
in rural Swiss nature, visit Holiday 
Architecture.
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Invisible house 
in the trees

This amazing tree house blends in 
beautifully with the forest as it’s made 
entirely of mirrors. It reflects that natural 
landscape causing the illusion that it’s not 
even there at all. When you do notice the 
structure in the trees it glistens beautifully 
in the light, not compromising the beauty 
of it’s surroundings one bit. We love 
this design and it’s wonderful how the 
mirrors allow the design to adapt and 
change with the seasons. The sleek shape 
and lines of the cube structure are not 
overpowering and perfect to allow space 

for the magnificent, evolving landscape 
around it. It is 4 metres high and you 
would be lead into the structure by a 
hanging bridge. It is only one of four hotel 
structures in the forest.  It was the idea of 
Kent and Brita Linvall, the owners of all 
four structures.

“Everything will reflect in this – the trees, 
the birds, the clouds, the sun, everything. 
So it should be invisible nearly in the 
forest.” says Kent Lindvall. What an 
excellent job it has done.
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Incredible 
caves
A look into nature’s unbeatable architecture, feist your eyes 
on the natural wonders.

Cave in Algarve, 
Portugal
lmage credits: 
Bruno Carlos

Marble Caves,
Patagonia
Image credits: 
Edison Zanatto
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It is true that nature is the original creator of 
architecture. Our search of shelter and warmth 
began centuries ago and we came across these 
majestic wonders. One of the main things that I 
find most inspiring is the way our ancestors used 
to dwell in these majestic caves night and day. 
They let light spill into their homes every morning 
in the most unpredictable and incalculable of 
ways. Incredible, individual shapes and forms 
surrounded them with no two shapes being 
the same. They were free to explore naturally, 
seeing natural wonders unfold before their eyes 
everyday. To explore and see something for the 
first time is something that keeps our passion 
and excitement for life alive. We thrived in our 
natural habitats, free to roam and seek shelter 
in a blissfully stunning world. Not only that, we 
didn’t have to pay rent! Who could wish for more. 
One thing is for sure, what or ancestors lacked in 
modern day luxuries, they certainly made up for 
in indescribable beauty.

Image: Phraya Nakhon 
Cave, Thailand 
Image credits: Wasitpol
Unchanakorrakit



Image: 
Son Doong Cave, 
Vietnam 
Image credits:
National Geographic



Image:
Batu Caves, 
Malaysia 
Image credits: 
Danny Xeero



Below:
Glowworms Cave, 
New Zealand
Image credits:
waitomo.com

Top left:
Naica Mine, 
Mexico 
Image credits: 
Nicole Denise

Bottom left:
Mendenhall Glacier 
Cave, USA 
Image credits: 
Kent Mearig

Bottom and 
top right:
Vatnajokull 
Glacier Cave, 
Iceland
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Rise of the Vertical Garden, is 
Manchester in?

Growing the world’s largest 
vertical garden

This is a proposal for a vertical garden to be put up in 
Manchester piccadilly to create something more beautiful to 
look at for passers by and for people who work nearby.
Stuart Clough is a business man working in a building 
overlooking the gardens. He said:
“Piccadilly Gardens is a fabulous mish-mash of people, 
commerce and communities – but it is particularly ugly.  
Since we moved into our new office overlooking the gardens 
it’s impossible not to notice unremitting grey outside the 
window – in a city not exactly known for its green space. 
We wholeheartedly support this plan and back the Piccadilly 
People initiative.” - Via Manchester Evening News [Online]

Patric Blanc is building the worlds largest green wall in 
Central Park, Sydney. His design connects plant life with 
the built environment.  This amazing vertical garden 
extends over the 6,400 square-meter Central Park. The 
eclectic  wall is home to of 190 native Australian and 160 
exotic plant species, covering about 50% of the entire 
building. According to Blanc, the design represents the 
visual aspects of a cliff side “a giant slice out of the Blue 
Mountains and put it in the middle of the city.”

You can see from these stunning images, the positive 
effect, this spectacular wall will have on the surrounding 
area visually. – Bringing extraordinary beauty and life to 
an urban building.





Brief

In the city we have built and created a man 
made environment, it is filled with people 
who live and work nearby and rarely have 
the opportunity to experience the natural 
environment in all it’s glory. 

Even the few parks that are in and around 
the city are surrounded by tall buildings, 
cars and air pollution. 

Another problem within the city is that 
the inhabitants have very little quiet space 
to reflect upon themselves. There is a 
lot of pressure on working people to get 
somewhere everyday and to be somebody, 
perhaps even risking their own happiness 
and well-being in the process. This 

constant pressure, in turn, could effect 
those around them and their performance 
on the job. 

I believe it to be very important for people 
to find peace within themselves in order 
to be more productive with their lives and 
make more effective and well thought out 
decisions. 

My objective it to create a space where 
people can be mindful of their natural 
senses, experience touch, smell, sound and 
sight though nature and creative therapies. 
I want to a have a space to encourage 
people to meditate, be peaceful and bring 
the attention within.

The design focus would be:

• Natural organic materials

• Open public spaces as well of private ‘hiding spaces’ to retreat to’

• Indoor nature garden

• Cocoons and meditation pods - with sound interactive headphones

• Grass and indoor plants

• Outdoors in but still remaining warm and comfortable

The conceptual focus

• Mindfulness of the senses

• Meditation

• Self appreciation and acceptance in order to move forward 
  (alternative counselling)
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In my words

In our modern and sophisticated society, 
it is hard to believe that there was once a 
time when our ancestors dwelled in caves. 
A time where light would spill into their 
homes in magnificent and unpredictable 
forms. Nature, life and incalculable beauty 
surrounded them everyday, invigorating 
all of the physical senses. Although we 
have evolved and moved forward, in 
the city we have lost a lot of the natural 
surroundings that helped to keep us 
humans grounded and at peace. Today 
we have created a world run by money 
and materialism,  a world driven by mass 
production and over run with pollution 
and stressful environments. We have lost 
touch with our true nature, design can 
change this.

It is very much about how one might 
feel within the space that captures me, I 
want to make people feel like they’ve truly 
experienced something beautiful. That 
possibly they have been changed by the 
experience, helped in someway and that 
coming into the space has all been worth 
it. I want to capture the emotions of the 
visitors, silently, for even a moment and 
have the light and nature speak through 
the building. Simple shapes allow room 
for light and wild greenery to fill the space 
more.

What I love about nature within a space, is 
that the forms are unpredictable, but they 
touch a part of the soul that no straight 
line ever could.

Nature is instinctive and crucial for our 
well being. I believe that putting it into our 
architecture and interior surroundings is the 
way forward. A way of creating balance and 
harmony in our modern day city lives.

I want to encourage natural movement from people who inhabit the space so 
that nothing feels forced and they feel a sense of freedom and exhilaration. 

It’s about growth, light and life and moulding it in such a way to make the 
user feel more alive. I hope to use light to section the space, create drama and 
guide the user into different zones, giving them an enlightening experience.
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In their words

“Wilderness is not a luxury but a necessity of the human 
spirit.” 1 - Edward Abbey

“There is a sense of pleasure in moving from darkness to light 
or visa versa, because as humans we are cyclical. How light 
reflects and light is contained is the stuff of architecture” 2  
- Grafton Architects

“This silence is the birthplace of happiness. It’s the source of 
your bursts of inspiration, your sense of love, and your tender 
feelings of compassion and wonder. These delicate emotions 
are usually drowned out by the roar of your internal 
dialogue, but emerge more clearly when you spend regular 
periods in silence and meditation.” 3 - Deepak Chopra

“Experiencing architecture involves moving within and 
around it, absorbing its qualities through our bodies and 
senses. We react, consciously or not the characteristics of 
the different materials, vistas, volumes, sounds, spacial 
relationships and proportions. Human responses to 
architecture range from awe to feelings of comfort, safety, 
pleasure, excitement and unease. Ultimately architecture 
connects us to time, place and people.” 4 - Sensing Spaces 
exhibition

1   Abby.E

2   Grafton architects

3   Chopra.D

4   Sensing spaces exhibition

“We must look for a contact point between these two worlds to create 
a new one” 1 - Sensing Spaces architect, on nature

“They filter in the light to create an ambiance, they create an unfamiliar 
place which is unrecognisable and different to London” 2 - Sensing 
Spaces architect

“The healing effect of visual and physical contact with nature is proven 
both through science and experience.” 3 - Aslaksen. R

1   Sensing Spaces architect

2   Sensing Spaces architect

3   Aslaksen. R
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Who, what, where, why?

Who? This space will benefit people...

searching to find themselves

wanting to meet new people and make deeper connections with people

struggling with health related issues in the mind or body

seeking a more mindful way of life; People wanting to take better care of themselves;

 wishing for happiness within their lives. 

under a lot of pressure and stress

struggling with anxiety issues

seeking knowledge, wisdom and Intuition

‘stuck in a rut’ - either creatively or just generally in their personal lives.

struggling with weight problems 

wanting a quick healthy snack or drink

wanting a ‘time out’ or break from work

needing a quick nap without judgment or going all the way home

who want to eliminate negativity from their lives

battling eating disorders

looking to improve themselves as an ongoing process

looking for something new, a fresh start or a change

wanting a pleasant, relaxing way to spend the day

wanting to let go of there ego to benefit for themselves and people around them

with not enough money to travel or visit a health retreat

What?
A natural wellbeing centre In the city, 
specialising in mindfulness, meditation, yoga, 
books, re-connecting with nature and good 
organic food. A personal space where people can 
come and get to know themselves on a deeper 
level and listen to what their body wants. A 
space for peace, quiet, reflection  and reading in 
one sector, and noise, expression and freedom 
in another. 

As part of re-connecting with the self, there 
will be some emphasis on the senses: touch, 
smell, taste, sound and sight. This will be shown 
through food, light, shadow, sectioning of 
atmospheres and sensory pods.

Where?
Within the City Centre, where there is a lot 
of people, mainly busy people that may have 
stressful jobs and lives.

Why?
As mentioned previously: 
“For many people the pressure of city life 
eventually leads to: Anxiety, depression, stress 
and negativity. It’s not natural for human beings 
to neglect their well being in such a way and is 
beginning to effect not only us as individuals but 
our society as well. We have gradually become a 
more materialistic, culture and have lost touch 
with our true nature and ourselves and with 
each other.

I believe that it’s time we begin to re-introduce 
some simple ancient ways back into modern 
day living. The everyday ‘modern man’ could 
benefit greatly from, mindfulness, creativity, 
organic natural food, reading, peace as well as 
reconnecting and meeting with others who 
are also on their own journey. All of these fall 
into the category of the intuitive and instinctive 
nature of the human race.”

Anyone and Everyone
(The Human Race)
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Inspirational blogs and websites
Inhabitat is an incredible design website created 
to inspire a greener, more sustainable world 
through the use of design. It was founded by 
Jill Fehrenbacher in 2005, she started it as a way 
to search and catalogue creative and forward 
thinking ideas. She has sustainability, design and 
high tech innovation in mine. The results of her 
work have been mind blowing, the website has 
been around for under ten years and it already is 
one of the most popular design web sites in the 
work today. 

To me this is such an amazing success as the site’s 
philosophy is based and creating much brighter, 
more energy efficient futures, which are ideas 
worth spreading to say the least.

The company has now rapidly grown and holds 
some of  

“The best design editors and writers from all over 
the world”  says Inhabitat.com

They explore and share amazing forward 
thinking designs and ideas that are happening all 
over the world, putting the emphasis on nature, 
landscape, architecture and interiors. They also 
have sections dedicated to product design and 
modern gadgets. Similar to what I want to create 
through my blog, a lot of their content is about 
bringing two worlds together, the natural world 
and the man made. They also do a wonderful job 
promoting environmentally sound companies 
and designers.

“Stealth eco cabin blends with 
the forest in Ontario”

“Jun Aoki Hides Omiyamae Gymnasium 
Underground to Create a Green Oasis for 
Suginami, Tokyo”

“Fujitsu Converts Fukushima 
Microchip Factory into a 
Radiation-Free Lettuce Farm”

“Green Clean environmentally 
friendly laundry products”
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Sustainable is good, it’s a lifestyle and product 
design blog, set up to shed some light on 
the bad impact of design and products on 
our earth and help to encourage the more 

sustainable companies and products. It’s aimed 
and the everyday man and woman and does a 
great job and targeting audiences to send out a 
positive message for change.

“Cadbury Easter egg, reduced packaging”

Conscious box lets consumers 
try a variety of green products

Ocean plastic’s 
sustainable toiletries

boeing 727 hotel suite jets out of the jungle in costa rica

Archinature Magazine50 51

Design boom, was one of the sites 
that I found quite influential for my 
type of blog. It’s all about sharing 
contemporary and unique ideas, 
innovation and design. The style of 
there blog was perfect inspiration 
for me.
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Influential artists

Richard Carman 
Richard Carman is an experienced architectural illustrator that 
brings to life the visions of designers and architects. I love his 
use of natural light and the subtle tones to create a soft portrayal 
of the landscape. I find water colours the most effective and 
efficient way to show that beauty in a space. In this instance it 
particularly works for the out door spaces.

Anna Gashforth
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Anna is the artist of these very 
unique and beautiful pieces. She 
uses ‘Moss Graffiti’ as her material 
and creates to create her amazing 
artwork. Moss Graffiti is the process 
of blending moss with yogurt and 
beer. You can then paint it onto 
any surface and within three weeks 
moss will grow.

It has become a new trend as it’s so 
easy to make yourself and so much 
can be done with it. It’s amazing 
that you can create stunning and 
unique looking artwork and features 
cheaply at home! This is something 
that I aimed to be using for my final 
product at my degree show, you can 
see my piece on page 66.
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Simone Ridyard

I found Simone’s paintings to be something that really 
inspired my final prices. The effortless and imperfect lines 
give the paintings so much depth and do an amazing job 
resembling the landscape. Although the lines are roughly 
drawn without a ruler, I find that this is what makes the 
paintings so unique and beautiful and the proportions of 
the buildings are flawless. I also think the gentle water 
colours are subtle but effective and do an amazing job 
communicating the architecture.
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My Correspondence and Statistics

After such positive feedback through 
interviews and questionnaires about my 
project’s goal, I then began to build up a 
community and an audience. I did this 
through the help of a marketing student 
who is also passionate about graphic design. 
I set up a blog, linking it up to my twitter, 
facebook page, tumbler and pinterest. This 
created a lot of traffic for my pages and began 
spreading my posts and ideas worldwide.

Within the first week I was getting a huge 
positive response from every post that I gave, 
each one getting many likes and the number 
of followers for the blog were building up 
rapidly.
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Other blogs talking about 
Archinature
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The Digital People, a business and marketing blog..
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Joseph Rigby, a young photographer in 
Manchester mentioned me in his blog.
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Development work
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Growing Moss

69

Possible results

This was my attempt at the moss graffiti effect, it didn’t manage to grow in most parts unfortunately 
and wish I had more time to make a second attempt.
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Developing the blog             
and social media

71

Developing the blog was the main aim of the 
project to begin with, it has been important to e 
throughout the whole process to begin to spread 
awareness and build up an audience. The blog 
has given me a voice to speak out to the masses. 
It’s given me a place to talk about economic 
issues and how we can begin to change the 
world and the way we live through design and 
architecture. There’s sufficient scientific proof 
that nature in our surroundings has a direct link 
to our happiness and wellbeing, the lack of it in 
our cities has driven my desire to educate people 
in the city on this underrated fact. I knew that 
through sharing and spreading amazing ideas 
of beautiful and innovative schemes that are 

already happening all over the world I could start 
to raise awareness and build up an audience. 
One of the main aims of the blog has been to 
share sustainable architecture and a greener 
way of living in cities. Another is what we can 
learn from nature in our buildings, not only in 
the holistic approach of incorporating nature for 
our wellbeing but also what we can learn from 
the science and the structural fibres found in the 
natural world. “Silk fibres created by spiders are 
tougher than any fibre that humans have ever 
made, which suggests we still have quite a bit to 
learn” says Michael Palwin, and they do all of 
this only using raw materials and without any 
pollution.

Along side and marketing student 
Lewis Evans, I can up with a range 
of different designs and logos for the 
blog to try and find out the best way of 
branding and communicating it.
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Large tall trees next to tall windows
Above you can see that light has been an 
important part of the development process 
for me, these are just a few examples of my 
development sketches throughout the year. 
Bottom left you can see the development of the 
conversation area on the ground floor.

Visual development

Unpredictable and unfamiliar light 
forms spilling through the voids to give 
the space a sense of depth, beauty and 
character. Most of all, to invoke a feeling 
from the body of the consumer, to create 
a deeper experience that relates to their 
subconscious mind and their inner 

being as a creature of nature. Light will 
transform the space with moments of 
light and darkness flickering through their 
world as they move through the space. A 
journey of beauty and euphoria. A PEACE 
to remember, a PEACE to come back to.
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Here is a brief look at my previous visuals, which helped me to develop my water colours.Previous visuals
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Here I started to build up the view on Vectorworks so that I could get an idea 
of scale for the final visuals, these are two of the views that I use.

Vectorworks
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Key
 1    WC
 2    Kitchen
 3    Mindfull Eating Area
 4    Juice Bar
 5    Conversation Areas
 6    Sociable Seating
 7    Meditation Quiet Room
 8    Sound and Visual Pods
 9    Quiet Reading 
10   Reception
11   Tree House
12   Library
13   Private and Public Yoga Rooms 
        and Counselling
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Design hazard 
identified

Hazardous risk 
to whom

Actions taken to 
minimise risk

The act of transporting 
and installing the trees 
into the building could 
cause possible accidents 
and collisions.

Kitchen hazards during 
cooking lessons. Burning, 
slipping, germs from 
hands getting on any food 
or equipment ect

Possible Infestation of 
insects from the indoor 
plants and trees.

Staff, Contractors, 
any builders or 
installers.

Staff, customers and 
cooking students

Staff, Visitors and 
anyone consuming 
food within the 
building.

A protective wrapping will be around 
the trees with all the branches secured. 
The trees will also be lifted with a 
machine with the area being blocked 
off so that people can not walk 
through a dangerous area.

Having all the staff and students 
briefed properly and thoroughly on 
the dangers of the kitchen and the 
health and safety rules before entering 
the kitchen.

Ensure the plants are planted in fertile 
soil. Have the plants and trees cleaned 
regularly and inspected for insect 
damage regularly. Keep the entire 
space clutter free as well as cleaned 
and sterilised twice daily

Design team collaboration

TasksThe team

Melissa McDonald
Young Journalist for the guardian

Lewis Evans.
A student in his final year of 
marketing management.

Contributed an article for the 
magazine,. (Page 8)

Assisting in the design of the 
blog and the archinature logo.
Marketing of the blog.
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The sustainability of my scheme is an 
extremely important and relevant part 
of the project. Firstly, one the main aims 
wellbeing centre will be to educate people 
on the importance and the benefits 
of living a more natural life, closer to 
nature and moving away from a world 
more driven by gadgets on material 
goods, which have a harmful effect on 
the environment. This will be shown 
both through the design of the space and 
through the activities and philosophy 
taught when people are inside the space. I 
have create an indoor environment that is 
filled with natural wildlife to help remind 
people of their true nature, which aims 
to result in an ‘awakening’ experience 
where visitors realise that they don’t need 
to consume as much as they originally 

thought, along with many other benefits 
including a more peaceful, happy state of 
mind. The visitors and members will be 
educated and inspired on the beauty of 
living a more natural and sustainable life. 
They will be taught the benefits on not 
only the environment but their personal 
health and wellbeing as well. This all will 
contribute even more to changing and 
evolving people to live greener more 
renewable lives long term.

The materials that I have chosen for the 
wooden cladding will be sourced by 
windfall lumber’s sustainable reclaimed 
wood, made out of 100% reclaimed 
wood taken from other de-constructed  
buildings to lessen the carbon footprint.
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